Submitted Videos / LIVE judging

- This is for our Ultimate ATTACK event. Entrants are required to upload three seperate videos.
- Judges will be in a zoom meeting together watching entrants submitted videos one by one.
- Judging occurs live and results are forwarded to the competition director / tabulation team no longer
than 24 hours after event.
- The official schedule will provide times of streaming and judging for each category.
- Each category of the ATTACK event (Artistic, Technical and Coordination) will be judged by a different
judging panel for fairness.
- Results of the ATTACK event will be announced at the Awards Ceremony, and published online on
October 31st.

Submitted Videos / Offline judging
- For all other sections/events, video submissions will be collated for our panel of judges.

- Judges will, in their own time, critique each video and may or may not offer comments and feedback in
written form. All judges will adhere to the provided rules and event descriptions as posted on our website.
- Once a complete section/division is judged, they will be sent to our competition organisers/tabulation
team to tabulate the results.
- Results of the Video Submission events will be announced at the Awards Ceremony, and published
online on October 31st.
Video Upload Requirements:

- All entries for the video submission events need to be uploaded to the dropbox NO LATER THAN
October 2nd 2021 to allow competition director to collate and distribute divisions to the judges.
- Please ensure that the video file is not too large - there are tools and online websites to help reduce the
file size.
- Remember - quality of video will not be taken into account with judging. Videos with fancy editing,
lighting effects, stronger sound quality or recording quality will not be given preference over other
entries.
- Labelling your video correctly however, is essential.
- Label Troupes and Dance Solos with:
Event name, Age Division, Studio or Contestant name, Routine Title
e.g Hiphop 14 Ultimate Let's go
- Label Twirling Solo / Duo and Team/Group with:
Event name, Age Division, Ability Level, Studio or Contestant Name, (Routine Name Optional)
e.g. Strut Junior Beginner Anastassia Tsaloukas Ultimate
e.g. Attack Mini Anastassia Ultimate
- Allow a week for your videos to be received and confirmed by the Ultimate team. Your entry
confirmation will be received via email, so ensure your entry forms and payment are completed PRIOR to
submitting videos.
-Link to dropbox for downloads is available at ultimatetwirling.com on the respective category pages.

